Abstract. We show that a power bounded hereditarily strictly cyclic operator on Hubert space is similar to a contraction. We also show that certain "almost unitary" operators are not strictly cyclic.
o(T) «■ {Ag}, where \W = 1, then T acts on a one-dimensional space.
Proof. By replacing T by ^T, we may assume that \ = 1. Lambert [11] proved that T strictly cyclic implies that every point in the spectrum of T is compression spectrum. Thus, 1 is an eigenvalue for 7*. So choose a unit vector e such that T*e = e, and let -Li I) be the decomposition of T with respect to the decomposition of % = \/{e) ©{e}-1. We claim that {e}-1 = (0). If not, since T is hereditarily strictly cyclic and B = T^e)^, B is strictly cyclic. Also, o(B) = (1), so there is a unit vector f± e with B*f = f. Then decompose T with respect to the decomposition % -\/{e,f) © {e,f)x:
Since T is power bounded, (À ?) is power bounded. Since (J Î)" = Qn\ % A must be 0. Since {e,/}"1 E Lat T, (¿ ^ is strictly cyclic by Lemma 1. But the identity is strictly cyclic only on a one-dimensional space, so {e}x must be {0}.
We should perhaps note that the above lemma implies the following well known fact. Proof. Suppose that || Z*" |] < M for all n, and that X is as stated. By replacing T by \T, we may assume that X = 1. Let S = \(T + 1). Then for each n, Since {Sn} is bounded, some subsequence {S"*} converges weakly to some operator R.
The algebra &(T) is maximal abelian by a result of Lambert [10] . [15, p. 31] ) implies that 91Ly is invariant under T, and that a(r|91ly) = {A,} for each /. Clearly r|9lL, is also power bounded, so 9ILy is one-dimensional by Lemma 2. Now if 91L = V,"=i^'tnen 'SIL is a finite-dimensional invariant subspace of T, so r|9H is similar to a contraction by Theorem 1. Also, 9H has an invariant complement 91, (91 is the null space of Px + P2+ . . . + P"). Evidently o(T\%) c {z: \z\ < l). Thus, by Rota's theorem (cf. [15, Theorem 3 .28]) r|9l is similar to a part of the backwards shift of multiplicity the dimension of 91. Obviously every such part is a contraction. Now, % = 911 © 91, and T|91t and T|9l are each similar to a contraction. Since T is similar to (r|91t) © (T|9L), it follows that T is similar to a contraction.
The next corollary is immediate. It contains the fact that power bounded operators on finite-dimensional spaces are similar to contractions by the Jordan canonical form theorem.
Corollary.
A power bounded operator which is the (not necessarily orthogonal) direct sum of a finite number of hereditarily strictly cyclic operators is similar to a contraction.
Barnes [1, Theorem 8] proves that no hyponormal operator is strictly cyclic on an infinite-dimensional space. In particular, there are no strictly cyclic unitary operators on infinite-dimensional spaces. The next theorem is a mild generalization of this fact about unitary operators. These growth conditions together with the fact that o-(r|91t,) is the singleton {À,} imply that (7|9H,. -A,)* = 0 by a theorem of Hille (see [9. p. 128] ). This implies T is an algebraic operator, so each of its cyclic invariant subspaces is finite-dimensional. Since T is cyclic, it acts on a finite-dimensional space.
